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Network visualization is one of the most widely used tools in digital humanities
research. The idea of uncertain or “fuzzy” data is also a core notion in
digital humanities research. Yet network visualizations in digital humanities do
not always prominently represent uncertainty. In this article, we present a
mathematical and logical model of uncertainty as a range of values which can be
used in network visualizations. We review some of the principles for visualizing
uncertainty of di�erent kinds, visual variables that can be used for representing
uncertainty, and how these variables have been used to represent di�erent data
types in visualizations drawn from a range of non-humanities fields like climate
science and bioinformatics. We then provide examples of two diagrams: one
in which the variables displaying degrees of uncertainty are integrated/pinto
the graph and one in which glyphs are added to represent data certainty and
uncertainty. Finally, we discuss how probabilistic data and what-if scenarios
could be used to expand the representation of uncertainty in humanities network
visualizations.

KEYWORDS

network visualization, mathematical uncertainty, uncertainty in networks, digital

humanities, visual variables, historical networks

1 Introduction

Over the past 20 years, network visualization has become an established method

within digital humanities, especially within digital literary studies, digital history, and art

history, where large projects have often been running for a decade or more (Gelshorn and

Weddigen, 2008; Ahnert et al., 2020). Early projects visualizing networks in DHoften relied

on simple network models, where nodes and edges were each of one type and there was

relatively little engagement with complex network types or ways of visualizing uncertainty
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or the heterogeneity of data. These models continue to work well

to represent social, communication, textual, and other humanities

networks. Digital humanities scholars generally understand how

simple network models can be used to represent particular data

types, such as nodes representing people and edges representing

social ties, and they have become sophisticated at adjusting

adopted network methods to the needs of the humanities,

especially in historical disciplines which use networks as both a

mathematical concept and a metaphor (Lemercier, 2015; Düring

et al., 2016). Theories of how humanistic networks differ from

networks drawn from the natural sciences have become quite

sophisticated, although sometimes overly dismissive of complexity

and uncertainty in other fields, notably the natural sciences.

Concepts like uncertainty and complexity can be slippery and

be used in contradictory ways, especially across humanities

disciplines (Therón and Wandl-Vogt, 2018). Some of these forms

of uncertainty are necessary parts of humanistic study and cannot

be reduced, removed from the model, or “cleaned” form the

data (Drucker, 2011; Rawson and Muñoz, 2019; Windhager

et al., 2019b). Nevertheless, all information contains uncertainty,

normally of multiple kinds (MacEachren et al., 2012). Uncertainty

is, however, hard to represent in data models and derivative

visualizations (Kessels and van Bree, 2017); thus, uncertainty

tends to be underemphasized in visualizations and visualization-

driven disciplines (Ciuccarelli, 2014; Van der Zwaan et al.,

2016). In this article, we consider the kinds of uncertainty

most relevant to networks in the digital humanities, as well

as some of the visual variables that can be used to represent

uncertainty. We then recommend some alternative strategies

for representing the same forms of uncertainty drawn from

the natural sciences, meteorology, and geography. In general,

we recommend foregrounding data uncertainty within digital

humanities network diagrams.

First, we must define what we mean by uncertainty, how

uncertainty can be quantified, and how uncertainty can be

visualized (Levontin et al., 2020). This section is quite technical, but

it is important to note that many software packages often perform

these functions automatically and invisibly, out of sight and mind

from the user. Similarly, techniques such as regression analysis

and bootstrapping are commonly used in the digital humanities

community through software packages such as R without the user’s

always being aware of the underlying mathematical models. It is

nevertheless important to understand the underlying mathematical

concepts when creating a visual vocabulary.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Definition of uncertainty

Humanities scholars sometimes overestimate the gaps between

themselves and their colleagues in the natural sciences when

it comes to appreciation for uncertainty and non-positivistic

elements of data analysis (Drucker, 2012, p. 89). This is not always

the case; networks in medicine, biology, neuroscience, and climate

science also contend with high levels of uncertainty (Knutti et al.,

2003; Mastrandrea et al., 2010; Merchant et al., 2017; Gomis and

Pidcock, 2018; Alizadehsani et al., 2021). Another significant source

of confusion is that uncertainty is often used interchangeably

with error in ordinary speech, though uncertainty and error can

operationally refer to different phenomena. In this article, we

advance a technical definition of uncertainty which is distinct from

omission, slippage in meaning, or contradiction. To clarify the

difference between error and this formal definition of uncertainty,

we provide formal definitions of error and uncertainty. Let c ∈

(− ∞, ∞) be a measurand and c∗ be the true value of this

measurand.When performing themeasure, the result will be c′. The

error e of the performedmeasure can be defined as follows: an error

is defined as the difference between the measured value and the true

value of the object being measured (Boyat and Joshi, 2015). This

means e =
∣

∣c∗ − c′
∣

∣. Therefore, the quantification of error requires

a ground-truth that clearly shows the difference between the actual

value and the measured value.

In contrast, the uncertainty u defines a range around the

measured value c′ in which the measured value could also

have been placed (Figure 1). Here, uncertainty is defined as the

quantification of doubt about the measurement result. Therefore,

the uncertainty range expressing all possible measured values is

urange =
[

c′−u, c′ + u
]

. The key point is that the uncertainty

range is located around the measured value c′. Consequently, the

uncertainty of a measure has no direct correlation with the true

value c∗. Furthermore, even if the correct value is known, the

uncertainty cannot be computed based on it.

In short, an error can be computed directly. For example, a

percentage that has been miscalculated can be recalculated. For

the uncertainty range, this does not hold. The uncertainty range

depends on the parameter u. There is no unified definition for this

parameter. Instead, there exist numerous uncertainty models that

aim to compute u, since uncertainty can be caused for a variety of

reasons. This is particularly true for data in the digital humanities

for which a single value cannot be calculated due to the assumption

of an “open world,” where the total amount of data is not known

and, therefore, exact measures cannot be calculated.

The best way to encode uncertainty is with a range or

with multiple values that maintain the integrity of the original

data source, especially when the original data is of high quality

and/or importance. Sometimes uncertainty is “hidden” by creating

estimates that are not well-explained, such as a person being born in

circa 1800 instead of 1792–1803, or an author being said to publish

10 books when the actual possible range is 8–15. Ranges are perhaps

less commonly used in datasets than they could be. We would

like to argue for a re-consideration of this tendency to represent

uncertain values as formally certain via inaccurately estimated or

“guesstimated” values.

2.2 Quantifications of uncertainty

In many cases, uncertainty in a technical sense can be described

as a boundary around the measurand (Olston and Mackinlay,

2002). For example, uncertainty could be from 3 to 12 letters sent.

This defines a boundary around the measurand. In this case, we are

not primarily interested in how many times each measured value

occurs or how the values are distributed. Instead, we are interested

in the limits of variation (Belforte et al., 1987, p. 167). We can use

these simple ranges if we are not interested in supplying a value that

is most likely or in visualizing the distribution of values. We could,
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FIGURE 1

A formal definition of uncertainty. Source: Gillmann, 2019.

for example, say that a letter writer sent between 50 and 100 letters

without trying to calculate which number of letters is most probable

or displaying a distribution.

If we do want to indicate which values are more likely, we

need to use a probabilistic distribution function. A probabilistic

distribution function allows us to calculate the most likely probable

location of the true value that was captured. We would also be

able to visualize the probability density of a measurand located

at an arbitrary point in some space and to display how potential

or measured values are distributed—in other words, which values

are more likely to occur (Loucks and van Beek, 2017). In a

probabilistic distribution function, the measurand usually defines

the most probable location of the true value that was captured. The

most common probabilistic distribution functions are Gaussian

distribution functions, but any distribution can theoretically be

used to express uncertainty.

The process of quantifying uncertainty can be approached from

two directions: forward uncertainty quantification and backward

uncertainty quantification (Helton, 2008). Forward uncertainty

quantification works on the basis of the propagation of input data

uncertainty. As a result, the uncertainty of the output of a system

can be quantified. These approaches aim to capture the variance in a

measure and accumulate it throughout a sequence of computations.

Forward uncertainty quantification techniques use different types

of stochastic sampling strategies, such as Monte Carlo sampling

(Yang et al., 2012). Forward uncertainty quantification is often

used to quantify epistemic uncertainty. Backward uncertainty

quantification aims to determine the difference between the

experiment and the mathematical model; it is particularly useful

when there is model uncertainty and we do not know which model

to use (Øksendal and Sulem, 2014).

2.3 Sources of uncertainty in data

Uncertainty can arise at any stage in data processing and

can have many sources, including computer error, human error,

and bias. In digital networks, six sources of uncertainty are of

particular interest; these are drawn from a taxonomy of uncertainty

in visual analytics with examples from humanities networks and the

addition of “imprecise values,” which are more common in textual

sources than databases or large datasets (Gillmann et al., 2023).

1. Missing Values: Missing values are common in historical sources

and archives, including metadata. For example, library metadata

might be missing a date of publication for a book. This date

could be missing because it is unknown to the library, or it was

missed in cataloging, or because it was never recorded by the

publisher. In order to deal with missing values, many digital

humanities projects will assign estimates, such as c1750; other

projects will enter null values so that the data can be visualized

in a timeline or graph. If such missing values are estimated or

replaced, the process must be carefully tracked and a degree of

certainty/uncertainty should be assigned to that value.

2. Imprecise Values: Textual sources often contain verbal estimates

of numerical values, such as a person being born in the early

twentieth century or a historical figure having “many” or “few”

friends. In the reconstruction of social networks, values often

need to be estimated for the number or contacts or size

of groups.

3. Incorrect Values: Captured dates and word strings from

digitized sources are often either incorrectly scanned or

incorrect in the original source. Many digital humanities

projects will either maintain the incorrect values as data

representing a particular source or replace the data with the true

value, if it is known. Visualizing and analyzing these incorrect

values can help reveal patterns in these errors.

4. Ambiguous Values: Proper names, place names, and pronouns

often have unclear referents. Multiple strings can refer to the

same referent. Such unclear correspondences between texts or

numbers and referents are far from unique in the humanities

but the problem is persistent, especially with older or lower

quality data. When there are many unclear correspondences,

patterns within the data may not represent an underlying

structure; artifacts of data collection can obscure any patterns
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that were present in the archive used or within social or

cultural relations.

5. Uncertain Actors and Relations: Historical actors and the

relations between historical actors are often uncertain. For

instance, wemay not know if a name in a text refers to an actually

existing individual. Likewise, two people may be frequently

discussed in the same texts without having known each other, or

two sources might disagree whether a connection exists. If one

network diagram represents actors or relations within multiple

sources (or multiple relations represented in the same text),

attention must be paid to displaying the sources of uncertainty

in the nodes and edges themselves or in an accompanying text

or diagram.

6. Existence of Communities or Hierarchy: When communities

are automatically detected within a network, the algorithm used

can alter whether two nodes are classed as part of the same

community. Small differences in data quality or assumptions

can radically alter the network structure and which nodes are

grouped together.

Here we are most interested in data that is approximative

or contains a range of possible values, rather than data that is

suspect for ideological reasons or that is incorrect due to human

errors. For this reason, after a consideration of possible sources of

uncertainty, we focus on the visualization of data uncertainty after

its collection and preparation for analysis, rather than human error

or underlying theoretical and methodological issues. We, therefore,

mainly focus on the uncertainty inherent in the data that is used to

design a hierarchical graph.

2.4 Visualizing uncertainty in data

Challenges lie in transforming these sources of uncertainty

into communicative visualizations. Uncertainty can have positive

and negative impacts on viewers; these affective impacts can help

the viewer to understand underlying conceptual problems or gaps

in the data by creating negative mental stimulation (Anderson

et al., 2019). We distinguish here four general steps to creating an

uncertainty-aware visualization (Sacha et al., 2016):

1. Quantify uncertainty in each component;

2. Visualize uncertainty information;

3. Enable interactive uncertainty exploration; and

4. Propagate and aggregate uncertainty (if the underlying data are

transformed).

These principles have been successfully applied to a variety

of data types, including unstructured data, spatial data, time-

dependent data, geographic data, and graph data (Gillmann et al.,

2016). This process can be used with datasets from medicine,

climate science, geography, or social networks.

In order to foreground uncertainty, it is best to draw visual

attention to areas with higher uncertainty or less confidence,

as in Figure 2 (Bonneau et al., 2014). In this figure, we see

four approaches to foregrounding uncertainty that are used in

information visualization: boxplot graphs in archaeology, the

use of shape and color (here volume rendering with alpha

blending), a confidence interval to represent uncertainty in

chronological data, and manipulation of visual variables in

graphs (lightness, saturation, width, and fuzziness) to represent

uncertainty in network data. The foregrounding of uncertainty

can be achieved through diverse means, including comparison

techniques, attributemodification, glyphs, and image discontinuity.

Comparison techniques aim to represent a variety of scenarios

in one visualization. Attribute modification aims to indicate

uncertainty by utilizing attributes such as color or transparency.

Glyphs are geometric objects that indicate properties and are

usually used as an overlay in the original data. Finally, image

discontinuity can be used to indicate uncertainty of data points.

Figure 3 shows six simplified ways of using these visualization

strategies for different data types: spatial data, graph data,

field data, high-dimensional data, time-dependent data, and

document or text data. Many of the visual variables like

hue and density are used to show more and less likely data

points. The graph data visualization uses node splatting

to show where data becomes uncertain. While various

visualization strategies can be used for different data types,

many disciplines have implicit or explicit notions of which

diagrams should be used for different data types and these can

be hard or unproductive to contest, unless a new vocabulary is

needed.

An underexplored question is whether these design methods

are actually effective in drawing viewers’ attention to data

uncertainty and changing their analysis of the represented data,

but we know that these techniques can draw attention to specific

parts of the visualization. We also know that knowing about

uncertainty in data has actual consequences for its exploration,

analysis, and display. Some studies have shown that some aspects

of a network impact topology more than others; for example, Roller

attempts a statistical ranking of the importance of elements in a

network dataset by applying generalized hypergeometric ensembles

to identify which network layer is most important for the overall

network topology and to infer significant links in noisy network

data (Casiraghi et al., 2017). However, we must bear in mind that

what appears to be good design to researchers or practitioners

of visualization may not be interpreted in the expected way

and it is important to test diagrams on users who are similar

to the intended audience for the visualization (Munzner, 2014,

p. 69).

One idea supported in the literature is to use blur or shading

to express uncertainty (MacEachren et al., 2012). Alternatively,

we can mix multiple attributes of edges or nodes to highlight

uncertainty: width, hue, lightness, saturation, fuzziness, grain, and

transparency (Guo et al., 2015). In addition, glyphs might be used

to display the degree of uncertainty of a node (Collins et al.,

2007; Liu et al., 2016). Among digital humanities disciplines,

musicology has developed perhaps the most complex and

complete system for visualizing uncertainty in social networks,

as well as in audio data, due to the imprecision of time,

vastness of musical data, imprecise boundaries between genres,

and aspects of audio production and recording that are often

visualized using a range of diagram types (Khulusi et al.,

2020).
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FIGURE 2

Various modes of displaying uncertainty, and ranges in various data types across the academic disciplines. Source: Gillmann et al., 2016.

FIGURE 3

Uncertainty-aware visualization approaches for di�erent types of data. (A) Spatial data. (B) Graph data. (C) Field data. (D) High-dimensional data. (E)
Time-dependent data. (F) Document data. Source: Maack et al., 2022 (Creative Commons 4.0 license).

2.5 Visual variables to indicate uncertainty

While line width and color are most often used to represent

uncertainty, there is a wide variety of visual variables, from shape

to position to saturation, that can be used to encode uncertainty

(MacEachren, 1992; MacEachren et al., 2012). Figure 4 shows visual

representations of some of these visual variables.

These visual variables are commonly used in network diagrams.

They are also analogous to visual variables on related fields that may

inform viewers’—especially non-expert viewers’—interpretation

of network diagrams. Visual variables are core elements of

cartographic symbolization and have been used for millennia

to depict quantitative and qualitative data in points, line, and

area symbols on maps (Bertin, 1987). As a close relative to

transportation network maps or quantitative and qualitative

cartographic flow maps (Slocum et al., 2022), visual variables also

serve as core elements of network visualizations in the digital

humanities. Since node size and edge weight are so commonly

used to represent the count of an entity and the number or

strength of connections (e.g., in cartographic flow maps), those

visual variables may be less appropriate to represent uncertainty,

as viewers may associate them more with quantitative values
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FIGURE 4

Visual variables to show uncertainty. Copyright: authors.

FIGURE 5

Network of associates of Walter Warner. Data: Six degrees of Francis Bacon. Copyright: authors.

in the underlying data. Variables that are commonly used to

indicate the uncertain status of either nodes or edges include size

(weight), color (saturation or hue), curved vs. straight edges, shape

transparency, and density. Size, line width, and hue are often used

to represent quantitative differences like weights. Node or edge

“splatting” is very promising for representing probabilistic data but

is not generally supported in network visualization software (Schulz

et al., 2017) and is less often used. Shape of edges, such as sine-

waved or zig-zagged edges, can also be used to represent degrees

of uncertainty.
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FIGURE 6

Network of French academies and academy members in eighteenth-century France with glyphs of total number of members. Source: Conroy, 2019.

Color is often used to represent qualitative differences, such as

the type of nodes or type of edges (Cesario et al., 2011). Less often

used variables include edge grain, node enclosure, node splatting,

or node texture. These are variables which could be particularly

useful in representing uncertainty, as they may encourage viewers

who are less familiar with them to interrogate the data model

and think more deeply about the data behind the visualization.

Since the possibilities to indicate uncertainty are so numerous,

a proper approach in developing visualizations suitable to the

dataset and the audience requires careful selection and refinement

of visualizations. Several challenges need to be addressed when

selecting visual variables for uncertainty in the context of historical

networks: First, researchers should consider what is uncertain in the

original dataset. Second, researchers need to consider the purpose

of the visualization. Likely only some of the aspects of uncertainty

in the data need to be represented in the network graph, particularly

given the imperative to avoid visual clutter and information

overload. Finally, not all of these visual variables can easily

be used with current network visualization software like Gephi

or Cytoscape.

3 Results

3.1 Uncertainty integrated into the graph

As we have seen, uncertain data can either be foregrounded or

minimized in network visualizations. We will look at two strategies

to foreground uncertainty: (1) integrating uncertainty markers into

the graph, and (2) adding glyphs or representations of uncertainty

to the network visualization through additional elements. How

to foreground uncertainty is a decision that should not be taken

lightly, but there are cases where uncertainty is so integrated

into the project design and data model that it is best to use at

least one variable or glyph to represent it. The first example uses

data from the Six Degrees of Francis Bacon project (Finegold

et al., 2016). This project uses automated methods to extract

proper names from biographical encyclopedia articles. Rather than

simply tracking confirmed relations or using a simple threshold to

include or exclude relations, Six Degrees of Francis Bacon calculates

the rough probability that an edge represents a true relationship

and represents the likelihood that such a relation exists with a
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single number. In line with Alan Liu’s suggestion, the authors

use a Poisson distribution to calculate the likelihood of any one

individual knowing another individual whose name occurs in the

biographical article. Any connections that have a <50% chance

of being real are stripped out. While such calculations have been

controversial, so, too, has the idea of using probabilistic methods

in digital humanities. It is, however, necessary to quantify data

in order to translate them into network data and create nodes

and edges.

In this visual representation (Figure 5), we emphasize the

uncertainty of edges, an important research question for Six

Degrees of Francis Bacon, as they have used probabilistic data.

Nodes are colored an even dark gray to make them less visually

prominent. The edges are colored according to the certainty of

the connection between individuals, with green being more certain

and pink being less certain. Assigning a number to the certainty

or uncertainty of an edge or node makes it possible to represent

that uncertainty, which is represented in this visualization by the

thickness of the edges. The edge weight represents the numerical

value of each inferred connection and the color represents the

degree of uncertainty visually. The most uncertain connections,

which can be investigated or analyzed for commonalities, are a

dark, rather than light, color.

3.2 Uncertainty visualized as a supplement
to the network

Another example is the bi-partite network of French academies

and French academy members. Here (Figure 6) the node size

represents the number of individuals in each grouping and the

edges represent members who are shared across two academies.

Some academies have a known number of total members,

while the total membership of others is uncertain. The total size

of documented members is visualized with a glyph that varies in

size based on the number of documented members. Whether the

number of members is fixed is visualized via line grain. Again, the

size of the glyph indicates the documented size of the academy.

Whereas, the Académie française had 40members except when one

chair was vacant, smaller and regional academies may have varied

or their total number of seats may not have been known throughout

their history. The glyphs foreground uncertainty and gaps in the

data without distorting the network structure or obscuring the

documented number of members of each grouping. One weakness

of using glyphs is that they add to the complexity of the diagram.

4 Discussion

In this article, we have reviewed the sources of uncertainty in

humanities datasets for networks, borrowed uncertainty concepts

and visualization strategies from other fields and applied them

to digital humanities, and considered some ways to foreground

uncertainty in network diagrams. Beyond the four steps, here is a

non-exhaustive list of ways that uncertainty can be communicated

more clearly in humanities network diagrams:

1. The coloring (hue and saturation) of nodes and edges;

2. Texture, weight, and sharpness of edges;

3. Sharpness, shape, or transparency of nodes or edges.

These visual variables can be combined to represent different

types of uncertainty in the same diagram. Where uncertainty is

central to the argument that the network diagram ismaking, the use

of brighter hues, more saturation, sharper lines, or less transparency

may actually better communicate the importance of data gaps than

using transparent lines or less vibrant hues but can also serve to

exaggerate the level of uncertainty if thresholds are used (Johannsen

et al., 2018; Kübler et al., 2019; Korporaal et al., 2020). That

said, indicators of uncertainty can exact a cognitive cost and are

frequently misunderstood by the general public; for example, the

use of color to signal uncertainty may be familiar to many through

weather diagrams which frequently use bright colors to indicate

extrapolation or estimation, but the meaning of these colors is

often misunderstood (Gomis and Pidcock, 2018). Standards for

the visualization of uncertainty in climate science have benefited

from years of experimentation, which may be relevant in digital

humanities projects.

Certainly not all network visualizations should include all

of these visual indications of uncertainty. Visual indicators of

uncertainty add an additional layer of complexity to any diagram

and can be confusing for non-expert readers of graphs; as such

they should be used judiciously (Windhager et al., 2019a,b).

While it could be desirable for some projects to adopt a

more consistent visual vocabulary for representing uncertainty

in network visualizations, we will likely never adopt a single

vocabulary across the diverse humanities disciplines. With the

rapid increase in humanities network analysis projects, it may

be desirable to borrow from medical science and climate science

some of the key techniques like glyphs and color discontinuity

to communicate such specific kinds of uncertainty as ambiguous

values, estimated values, probabilistic data, and ranges. Where

uncertainty is less important to the project or visualization,

using glyphs or more subtle color discontinuities may be more

appropriate than using visual variables that are a part of the

network visualization.

Finally, more testing and an openness to the use of probabilistic

data could be profitable for digital humanities, given the need for

quantitative values to construct network visualizations. Specific

visualizations within digital humanities projects are seldom tested

on users to see how modifications to the diagrams transform the

user experience and interpretations. An iterative research design

that includes a pilot test of the visualizations, especially those

also intended for broader audiences, can help identify issues early

and thus promote clearer communication of where in the data

uncertainty lies. Uncertainty can also be integrated at the project

level through the use of “what-if scenarios,” or different states of the

network which are dependent on specific variables thatmay change,

such as robustness tests if nodes are removed. Using contrasting

views to represent the network under various conditions can help

the audience of a visualization to understand how the network

structure could change, given different inputs, especially where data

is ambiguous or major gaps are found. Rather than being foreign to

the humanities, this approach is similar to counterfactual historical

narratives, in which alternate narratives are used to represent

a range of possibilities while still making particular outcomes
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concrete enough for an audience of scholars beyond network

scientists to understand the impact of uncertainty on the network

being studied. As network visualization has become an established

method within digital humanities, especially within digital literary

studies and digital history, these explorations are crucial to the

development of graphic techniques for visualizing uncertainty.
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